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Face it. A war against men exists. And it is being wage on the male gender both as a
group and on any male individual which does not serve the purposes of females. In this
article, we are going to discuss the various techniques that are being taught to women,
that have been taught to women for nearly forty years now, by feminist plants in
academia and the legal profession. I will also teach you many secrets, hidden things
unknown even to the most ardent of feminists. I will teach you what feminism actually
is, what it is not, who really brought feminism into being, how it was popularized and by
whom.
Forget what you were taught in the history books, women's studies classes, and so forth.
What I'm going to teach you is the real story behind feminism. I am a retired
psychological operations officer thats been in the business since 1968. The reason I am
writing this is two-fold. First, I am watching the decline of our nation, which I find,
personally, unpleasant to say the least. This decline is happening as a direct result of
feminist agendas. There does not exist any other cause. Secondly, I am not a professional
liar, as are absolutely all of the politicians in Washington, D.C., are. I am a very honest
person that would like to make a contribution to our society by simply throwing the truth
out there. Everything I am going to tell you in this monograph is the truth, pure and
simple. This is not to say you will not have trouble believing the painful truths contained
herein, trust me, you will have trouble believing. But it is all truth nonetheless. As a
dying man, I have no reason to hold back the truth any longer. I want to leave something
good behind. This will be it. I hope you enjoy this read, and you may take it all to heart.
Objective Realism
Here is a first truth you may find difficult to believe. A project was undertaken by the
United States government on behalf of, and sponsored by, various Wall Street firms and
a few other major U.S. Corporations, sometime back in the early 1950's. For legal
reasons, I will refer to this project as P1. Now, the main goal of P1, though considered
merely preparatory for things to come, was a very ambitious thing. An awful thing I had
always believed since first learning of it, but nonetheless ambitious and impressive if it
could be achieved. And it was!
Project P1 was a system for methodically achieving a drastically reduced capacity for a
natural thinking skill known as objective realism. Now, objective realism is never
mentioned in any of the psychology textbooks or sociology textbooks, and so forth.

There is a very simple reason for this. Far too many people actually major in these
subjects, too many people that are contained within the target population of P1. I want to
explain this in simple terms we can all understand, not the artificially-inflated, fancysounding bunk you would find in a psychology textbook.
Let me back up. There are actually two fields of “psychology” in existence. One is the
real deal, and one is utter rubbish. These two fields are known as “public relations” and
“psychology”, resp. The field of “psychology” was created and popularized to trick and
indoctrinate members of the public not possessing a high degree of intelligence, while
public relations was properly treated as more of an art form, making use of every
psychological trick discovered and honed over the last two thousand years. Those in the
esoteric “know” studied public relations, the full art being granted upon arrival into the
corporate fold, while psychology and sociology were largely reserved for the misguided
lower classes for study in college, which not only is a relatively new experience for their
ilk, but are in addition taught these subjects by completely clueless Ph.D.s. Real mental
health treatment is only practiced by psychiatrists. Psychology as a field is a joke played
on the idiocracy. This maybe rather harsh sounding, but I am telling you the truth.
Continuing on, Project P1's intent was to drastically reduced the capacity for a natural
thinking process known as objective realism. This is a necessary thinking skill one must
possess in order to live as a person in control of one's own decision making. For brevity,
refer to objective realism as O.R. What is O.R.? O.R. Is the ability to see what is
actually there. Remember the famous painting by Magritte of the pipe with the
subcaption, "Ceci n'est pas une pipe", which translates “This is not a pipe”? In other
words, what you are seeing is nothing but ink splotched on paper. Its really just a
collection of atoms. Different animals possess various degrees of this ability to form
abstractions out of patterns. Humans having the greatest ability, while only some
exceptionally bright dogs seem to perceive a dog on the T.V., and go crazy wild about it.
Now this ability is Man's greatest strength, and his greatest weakness as well! And here's
why. Most people have the unfortunate fate of becoming completely mastered by what
might be thought of as the prison of words. They live in a world different from a healthy
human being does. The sad part is that most people are mentally ill. The human cerebral
cortex is a very young thing on evolutionary time scales, and is subject to failure most of
the time. What I am speaking of here is only one way in which it breaks, but it is the
most important. Most people walking the Earth today, especially in countries such as the
United States, are living in a virtual prison of words. And now here is the kicker. This
metaphor, a “prison of words”, is not just something which came into being, nor is it a
mere pessimistic perception of mine. What I am speaking of was an actual government
project begun after WW2 with the intent of gaining a high degree of control over the
population of the United States and certain other Western countries. At first it met with
limited success, but now computer programs have been developed that construct these
mental prisons for every man, woman and child in the Western world. This is why our

governments are so desperate to account for all of us, unknowns or vagrants add a
tremendous amount of unpredictability into the equations, fudging things up a bit. So the
government likes to know who, what when and where. This helps the government
update and tailor our mental prisons for us, quite rapidly on the most powerful set of
supercomputers this rich country can afford. The code name for mental prisons is
“cognitive maps”. This is the dirty little buzzword cognitive “scientists” like to use to
cover up what they are doing in actuality.
Now the elimination of the objective reality O.R. thinking skill out of our society was
meant to accomplish several things, beneficial to some very wealthy men and to the
government. The list is actually quite long, but I will state a few a them. First and
foremost, on the opinion of several government officials I had candid conversations
about this with, was the conversion of the male population of the United States into a
“more dangerous, threatening weapon” to be unleashed upon enemies of capitalism. It
was dreamed up during WW2 by the U.S. equivalent of Heinrich Himler that if the U.S.
Population of males was perceived by the rest of the world as xenophobic, sex-deprived
robots willing to do their masters bidding, the rest of the world would be terrified of
them. And thats exactly what the U.S. Government set out to do. And they succeeded.
The government gets precisely what it orders, in all cases. Another objective in
cooperative endeavor between corporate America and the government was the goal of
issuing tight control over American's marketplace wants and desires. This, of course,
was to serve the desires of America's billionaire elite, who pays the bills that put their
political whores into office in the first place. It is a most unfortunate development that
America's police have now been subjected to the same dehumanizing brainwashing
trickery that servicemen suffer at the hands of the USG. Ever take an honest look at what
a police officer looks like these days. They have the same glassy-eyed cult-member
appearance that servicemen primed for battle have. There is a technical
neuropsychological reason for that appearance, spare you the details, but its always easy
to tell which officers have been victimized by the brainwashers just by appearance alone
if you are trained how.
Most Americans do not realize what's on the other end of those cameras that watch your
every move as you drive to work. They are mounted at nearly every traffic intersection
in medium to large sized cities now. Do you even know where that signal goes? I will
tell you. Most believe that it only goes to some location in their town, where there nice,
friendly local police are watching over their safety. Oh no! Nothing could be further
from the truth, and most police have been completely lied to regarding this issue. There
does not exist a single surveillance camera in any city in America that does not
ultimately feed into Washington, D.C. That is a fact. When you drive to the grocery
store, Washington knows about it, not just if they would like to find out, no, they
actually do know, in the following sense: The video data captured by those cameras is
fed into supercomputers running image analysis software that captures not only your

license plate number, but your face as well. It knows you were in such-and-such car at
such-and-such intersection and not only that. This is the amazing part. All those products
you buy in the grocery store were also identified and logged. It even knows you stared at
so-and-so's shapely butt in aisle 3. They know her name, you don't. All of this data goes
into determining things about you, such as preferences, state of mind, probable thoughts,
how you feel about political figures, etc. All of these things can be statistically inferred
with high reliability from some very unexpected behaviors.
The elimination of the O.R. thinking skill out of a human being is a tragedy. It is quite
literally the elimination of a person's humanity to such an extent that they might as well
be considered animals at that point. Glassy-eyed soldiers and police officers are frequent
victims due to the high occurrence of lower-than-average intelligence in those
populations of individuals. I am also aware that these techniques are now being applied
to probation officers as well, which may explain some of their bizarre behaviors and
beliefs. It is amazing that people who are supposed to be educated in subjects such as
psychology or sociology could fall victim so easily to cognitive tricks such as
contradictory word substitution, but they do in most cases. So even the upper echelons
of state governments are applying this trickery to their workers, coxing them to do very
damaging things to their very own social classes.
There probably is no greater example of what the intellectual elite is capable of doing to
the lower class than how the lower class's television viewing habits were methodically
manipulated to the point where the lower class is now jumping up-and-down screaming
for more low budget meaningless rubbish. Everyone “in the know”, knows that the real
show is the viewers themselves, watching them watch this stuff. Why do they continue
to do so? That is the game. We know how to make people behave in ways that are
completely irrational and illogical. O.R. has been completely eliminated. We can log
these people, your cable box is on the Nielsen rating hotline 24/7, and if you believe that
that information isn't being personally tied to you and your family, you got another thing
coming. That information about you is just too valuable to pass by.
So, now I have given you some idea of what the objective reality thinking skill is. You
are going to need to be needing it see the truth in what follows. It is easier to see truth if
you do not react emotionally to information. I am going to tell you some awful truths.
Painful truths. Embarrassing truths. I take pleasure in this, for I am outing some awful
people. I hate my enemies, I do not love them. When someone slaps me on the cheek, I
do NOT turn the other cheek. If you do this, your enemy will remove your head. I slap
back ten times harder. That tends to discourage future problems of getting slapped.

Abortion
“Women's rights”. Sounds nice. All for it. Who wouldn't be. If men got pregnant, would
abortion be legal? Let's rephrase that. If men said, “I won't fight in this war against
Hitler, its my body!”, how many women would have joined you in the streets. How
many women would have been out in the streets screaming and yelling and getting upset
for the bodily dignity of men? The right not to have our craniums not splattered and
separated from our torso by a tank shell. Millions upon millions of American men have
had the pleasure of actually experiencing things like that in our wars. Arms and legs
blown off, faces hacked off, men blown in half, guts splattered all over the jungle floors
of Vietnam. Brains splattered all over the sidewalks of South Central in a futile effort to
pay for food selling crack on the street. Let's get real. Millions and millions of men
raped and tortured in our prisons. Millions upon millions of men imprisoned by vengeful
ex-wives because they could not find a job and pay the child support shakedown. Is this
the bodily dignity that men possess that women want? Given all this, how likely is it that
men would have legalized abortion on a (completely unfounded) “its my body”
argument. Give me a break. I will return to these topics shortly, they are central to men
gaining back the ground they have lost. But for now, lets talk more about the subject of
abortion.
Women are easier to manipulate than men, by men. Men are easier to manipulate than
women, by women. This is the reason men and women spend more time manipulating
each other, they are better at it. It is quite obvious that men get manipulated at a far more
deep and damaging level than women do. Most (nonpsychotic) men take on a protective
role towards the woman they love, while most women take on a needy or demanding
role. What I am going to tell you about abortion is going to surprise you. The
legalization of abortion was not the idea of a group of women. Hardly. Nor was the great
council of men in the sky responsible for this. But it was, nonetheless, the idea of a
group of people that happen to be men. But it did not originate in our country. No! The
legalization of abortion was the idea that originated in a foreign country. I refuse to
mention which country, but those in the know will know. Its pretty easy to figure out.
Notice, look, observe. See whats there! Okay, now I will tell you about something nearly
miraculous, but in the evil sense. There were certain individuals planted into American
culture in the 1960's and 1970's that were some of the most talented actors the world has
ever known. I will not mention their names for legal reasons. But these individuals were
working on behalf of foreign governments, yet their activities were endorsed by the U.S.
Government. This was the next large scale project, lets call it P2. Forget about Roe vs.
Wade, that was nothing but a flagship case. The real deal was the massive amount of
beta programming (the television, aka, a tube producing images via beta emissions,
another name for electrons) being used to reprogram the public into doing things that are

contrary to their own self-interest. That was the experiment. To see if, through the tightly
coordinated effort of the corporate media and the legal backing of the USG, if P2 could
succeed in getting individuals to kill their own offspring. Though I find this to be rather
tasteless morally and dubious scientifically, I do understand their rationale. Abortion and
the legal right to have one were hardly intended to be niceties. The intent of this act was
to begin reducing the number of females incapable of the objective reality thinking skill.
Women who have abortions are obvious glaring examples of people lost in the world of
words. P1 greatly increased their numbers and increased the likelihood that a P2 subject
would have an abortion if she became pregnant. The goal of all this was to increase the
number of females that lacked O.R. (logic, morals, etc.), and were considered to be
incapable of loving anyone but themselves, guilty of the worst sort of objectifications of
other human beings such as that displayed by the Nazis. It proved impossible to solve
this problem through any other means but eugenical means. So it was decided that the
Supreme Court would decide to legalize abortion, and the women would be allowed to
kill off their own bloodlines. Over time, it has been theorized, the tendency to have
abortions, and thus the undesirable whorish traits of such women, will be eliminated.
This will take a couple centuries, but it is nonetheless, guaranteed to work. The hard
truth is that the vast majority of human behavior is hard coded in our genes, despite the
propaganda in textbooks concerning a “looser genetic leech” on humans. That theory is
complete nonsense. Human behavior is a physical phenomenon whether you like it or
not. The overzealous belief in freewill has proved the greatest source of human suffering
of all. I can feel your mind contorting to prove me wrong right now. Your trying to
reconcile truth with nonsense. But thats just your mental prison in operation. I've
learned to cope with it, so should you. Maybe someday you'll understand that freewill
doesn't even matter, if you only knew enough mathematics and physics, I could explain.
Oh well.
So the actors that were planted, aka “activists” (aka fulltime employees who get
paychecks from where?), had all these females jumping up and down in the streets with
there bras ablaze as the iconic image says, fighting for the “right” to kill their offspring.
Genius. You bet it was. These women had their noggens twisted, turned inside out, and
fed back to them on a cracker. It was all done to them by systems designed by men, so
its not like men are innocent angels in all of this. But it was women who decided to kill
off their bloodlines for financial, personal or social gain of one variety or another. And
that is exactly the type of woman that this planet does not need. There are many people
walking around, men and women, that do not have a conscience. Amazing but true.
These are what we might call human anomalies. They exist. Women carry these traits as
well as men. These are not traits carried by the sex chromosomes (X and Y), they are on
other chromosomes and are created through particular combinations of particular
“errant” genes. Nonetheless, the woman ultimately decides to destroy both male and
female offspring. Abortion is nothing other than eugenics through a slow-but-sure
bloodline suicide directed against greedy self-centered psychopaths with no conscience.

One must begin to wonder if abortion is actually evil, at least in the long run.
Imprisonment of Men by Women
The number of unique men that have been deliberately imprisoned by women merely for
the crime of not supplying their ex-wife with money exceeds 60 million men. At any
given time, about 10 million people (mostly men) are imprisoned in the United States.
This is a direct result of the activities of feminist lawyers. Feminist lawyers, with help
from their cowardly male panderers, in the state and national senates, and on the courts
themselves, have been the chief generals in the war against men. They have passed laws
directly targeting men. Passed laws to demonize and permanently disable men in the
legal and occupational sense. Their goal is nothing short of criminalization of as many
men as they possibly can. I know, sounds ridiculous, and it is! But that is exactly what
they are up to to, and that is why it is so difficult to see the truth. They absolutely HATE
males. To women such as these, we give the gift of abortion. Have at it ladies!
But now I am going to tell all the men out their what they can do to make their own little
contribution to the defense of men and to end this war once and for all. Somebody needs
to learn something here. Thats you. But you have an easier lesson to learn than women
do. Gentlemen, I am a master strategist, I have done this for a profession for many many
years at a high level. When I see simple, I see simple. This war could be stopped in its
tracks so simply. Remember the weak points? Do you have any? Of course you do, so
does every human being. Where do you think a woman is going to strike you if she
wants to hurt you? You think she will try to beat your logic? Your morals? I think not!
No! She goes for your nuts silly! Your weak point!
So how do you win at this? Now for the most valuable lesson for all you men out there,
as a group, I will show you the weak point of women. I will show you the point of
attack. I will tell you the only way to win at this game. And if you take my advice, you
will win!
HERE IS THE JUNGULAR OF THE FEMALE GENDER : WELFARE FRAUD.
Each gender has its criminal behaviors. Males have their typical behaviors, and females
have theirs. Females commit crime at a greater frequency than males due to their more
dishonest nature. Though males tend to be more violent, esp. towards other males
(physical violence against a female is indeed a very shameful act, NEVER do that!),
females are just as damaging to others through purely financial crimes. Female crimes
destroy lives and lifetimes of labor. The estimated number of women committing
welfare fraud exceeds 30 million at any given time.
There is but one way to win this war. It is by given women exactly what they want :
equality and reponsibility. And they have asked for it in the rudest, most brutal way a

human could possibly think up. So why not give them nothing short of it. Why not give
them a man sized taste of exactly what they want. Not just the goodies. No! Thats not
good enough. Give em the whole nine yards.
Here is what needs to be done. Gentlemen. Obey the law. Did you know its against the
law, that when a felony is being committed, to not notify law enforcement? Its true.
Nearly every state has such a law. You are obligated by law to report felonious acts such
as welfare fraud. Feminism created a police state (for men only of course), which
women have been largely immune from. I think women should get a taste of this too. So
hears what I recommend. When you learn of a woman that is committing welfare fraud,
public assistance fraud, food stamp fraud, etc., what you need to do is look up the person
on Google pursuant to this topic and your state and city to whom to report this activity
to. Trust me, they will be glad to investigate and prosecute the offender.
Now there are a couple extraneous topics I want to address. First, don't endanger
yourself! Surf relevant sites using an anonymous surfing service such as anonymouse
and send the email using anonymouse. Its best not to identify yourself because it could
be dangerous. Remember, you are dealing with a dishonest female without morals that
could end up harming you directly or indirectly. BE CAREFUL AND WISE! Don't
identify yourself. Just report the criminal anonymously.
Secondly, I want you to realize the importance of this reporting. These dishonest women
feel entitled above all, they are deluded self-centered creatures. But think about who it is
exactly they are stealing from, beyond just the taxpayers. These women are bank-rolling
lavish lifestyles, the creation of fatherless families, young children who will never get to
have a father because they have a self-centered mother, on who backs? It is getting
bank-rolled on the backs of the disabled! People in wheelchairs and the most vulnerable
people in society, people with crippling mental illnesses. We created public assistance
programs for a reason, and it wasn't for all these single females to bank-roll their
lifestyles by defrauding the public.
So here's what you do. You learn of a public assistance fraud criminal female. You
befriend a talkative friend who gossips a lot. You learn all you can about female criminal
fraud activities by nonchalantly bringing up welfare issues in neither positive or negative
light, get them to offer information. Don't lead on that you are going to snitch the female
criminal out to law enforcement. Then when you have sufficient information, write
anonymous email to appropriate official that will forward to law enforcement. She will
get busted for her felonies and go to prison just like a man. Then she will learn a
valuable lesson. Careful not to let her find out a man outted her, let her think a fellow
female did it. That way she will be converted into woman hater, and we score two points
and proceed to victory. Hang in there men, you will win in the end.

